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Abstract: 

Ferrocement are most commonly used as retrofitting material due to their easy availability, durability, and their property of being 

cast to any shape without needing significant formwork .In this investigation we have studied the flexural failure of flanged beam 
under various ranges (60% & 70% )of preloading for ultimate strength of control beam..The performance of specimens subjected 

to cyclic loading was evaluated after being subjected to a predetermined number of cycles at various stress ranges. The results of 

experimental tests show that ferrocement is a viable alternative strengthening component for the rehabilitation of reinforced 

concrete structures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Reinforced concrete in one of the most abundantly 

used construction material not only in the developed world, 

but also in the remotest parts of the developing world. In the 
rural areas of the developing world, however, due to 

transference of expertise and technology know how, 

reinforced concrete poses threat due to its abuse rather than 

use, and majority of the houses still being are constructed in 

traditional manner using indigenously developed techniques 

preferably following simpler and economical procedures. 

Ferrocement is a type of thin wall reinforced concrete 

commonly constructed of hydraulic cement mortar reinforced 

with closely spaced layers of continuous and relatively small 

size wire mesh. In its role as a thin reinforced concrete product 

and as a laminated cement-based composite, ferrocement has 

found itself in numerous applications both in new structures 
and repair and rehabilitation of existing structures. Compared 

with the conventional reinforced concrete, ferrocement is 

reinforced in two directions therefore; it has homogenous-

isotopic properties in two directions. Benefiting from its 

usually high reinforcement ratio, ferrocement generally has a 

high tensile strength and a high modulus of rupture. . In 

addition, because the specific surface of reinforcement of 

ferrocement is one to two orders of magnitude higher than that 

of reinforced concrete, larger bond forces develop with the 

matrix resulting in average crack spacing and width more than 

one order of magnitude smaller than in conventional 
reinforced concrete (Shah, Naaman, 1971). 

 

2. HISTORY OF FERROCEMENT 

It can be observed that there are three distinct phases 

in the ferrocement history amongst the 1850’s, 1940’s, 1960’s 

decades. A ferrocement hyperbolic paraboloid shell structure 

was constructed by the student chapter of the American 

Society of Civil Engineers at the University of Illinois in 

Chicago, U.S.A. in 1977 (Naaman, 2000). Funded by the 

International Development Research Centre of Canada, two 

prototype cylindrical water tanks for the collection of 
rainwater were designed, constructed, and tested for use in the 

rural areas of the Philippines (Paramasivam et al. 1990). A 

greater use could be made of ferrocement in water-retaining 

constructions and other similar constructions where crack 

width is a design criterion (Al-Kubaisy and Jumaat, 

2000).Even in the current decade the ferrocement 

implementation is carried out. Because of its very small crack 

widths under service load and it superior extensibility, 

ferrocement provides excellent leakage characteristics for 

applications in water tanks and other structures. 

 

3.REPAIR METHODOLOGY 

Patchwork repair can be done using ferrocement to 

the damaged concrete surfaces in slabs, beams and columns to 

restore the original strength of the RCC. Ferrocement patch 

repair method can be carried out in columns, bottom and 

middle portions of beams, soffit of slabs, etc. and following 
are the repairing steps recommended in the previous studies 

(Vidivelli et al. 2001; Banu and Taranju, 2010; Zamin Bin 

Jumaat et al., 2010)  

 

 Breaking open the damaged spalled cover or the 

affected zone or the cover of RCC elements. 

 Exposing the original reinforcing bars and scarping 

of corrosive layers of Reinforcement  

 Roughening the concrete surface and placing the 

mesh in position. 

 Applying cement motor on the reinforcing wire-mesh 
by hand or spraying 

 Provide necessary Curing. 

 

4.CONSTITUENT MATERIALS 

4.1 Matrix  

The matrix is a hydraulic cement binder, which 

contain fine aggregates and admixtures to control shrinkage 

and set time, and increase its corrosion resistance.  

4.2 Cement 

The cement commonly used is Portland cement 

possibly blended with Pozzolana. The cement should comply 
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with ASTM C 150-85a, ASTM C 595-85, or an equivalent 

standard.  

        Table1. Physical Properties of Cement 

 

 

4.3 Fine Aggregate 

Clean and dry river sand available locally will be 

used. Sand passing through IS 4.75mm Sieve will be used for 

casting all the specimens.  

Table 2.Properties of Fine Aggregate 

 

4.4 Coarse Aggregate 
Crushed granite aggregate with specific gravity of 2.7 

and passing through 20 mm sieve was used for casting all 
specimens. Several investigations concluded that maximum 

size of coarse aggregate should be restricted in strength of the 

composite.  

Table 3.Properties of Coarse Aggregate 

 

4.5 Wire Mesh 
 Wire mesh of square shape is used in the retrofitting 

process. With the following properties 

 

Table 4.Properties of Wire Mesh 

 

4.6 Water 

Water used in the mixing is to be fresh and free from any 

organic and harmful solution, which will lead to deterioration 

in the properties of the mortar. 

5.LITERATURE  REVIEWS 

5.1 Review of Earlier Investigations 

Darshan.G et al.  (2014) [23] carried experimental 

tests to study the effect of using different numbers of wire 

mesh layers and thickness variation on the flexural strength of 

flat ferrocement panels and to compare the effect of varying 
the number of wire mesh layers on the ductility and the 

ultimate strength of this type of ferrocement structure 

 

Vincent Prabakar Rajaiah et al.  (2014) [25] 

carried investigation on flexural strength of flat and trough 

panel, and concluded that the flexural strength of the folded 

shaped panel with single layer wire mesh is higher than 91% 

and 50% respectively when compared with flat and trough 

panel. 

 

Dr. T.Ch.Madhavi et al.  (2013) [8] presented the 

flexure studies on ferrocement slabs, where the number of 
reinforcing weld mesh layers are varied as 2 layers, 3 layers 

and 4 layers. 6 slabs are cast, 2 each for each type of 

reinforcing, i.e., 2 slabs of 2 layers, 2 slabs of 3 layers, 2 slabs 

of 4 layers, using custom made moulds. It is found that, 

increasing the number of layers of mesh increases the flexural 

strength of the ferrocement slabs. 

 

Bansal et al.  (2011) [6]  investigated the effects of 

number of layers of wire mesh in the ferrocement jackets, type 

of section (balanced or under reinforced) and initial stress 

level on the strength of retrofitted stressed reinforced cement 
concrete beams have been studied. The results show that there 

is higher increase in the maximum load, safe load carrying 

capacity, ductility and toughness for beams with three layers 

woven wire mesh ferrocement jackets as compared to beams 

reinforced with two layers of woven wire mesh 

 

Bong J.H.L and Ahmed E. (2010) [7] conducted 

experiment on ferrocement beam, and concluded that 

ferrocement can increase and thus strengthen the beam in 

terms of its cracking load as well as deflection. It reduces the 

beams mid-span deflection and increases its strength as 

compared in the experiment carried out 

 

Hua Ping Liao and Shi Sheng Fang (2010) [22] 

carried experiments on three reinforced concrete (RC) beams 

strengthened by high-performance ferrocement and two 

control specimens without strengthened are investigated when 

RC beams have low compressive strength. Flexural behaviors 

of strengthened RC beams with high-performance ferrocement 

are evaluated based on comparative analysis with RC beams. 

 

S. P. Shang et al.  (2003) [18] carried out 

investigation on response of ferrocement thin plates reinforced 
with wire meshes as flexural strengthening material for 

reinforced concrete beams. The test results confirm that 

ferrocement contributes greatly to increase of the flexural 

capacity, raise of crack-resisting capacity and improvement of 

the bending stiffness of RC beams.  
 

Nassif. H. et al.  (1998) [16]  conducted experimental 

study on flexural behaviour of on ferrocement or concrete 

composite beams made of reinforced concrete over laid on a 

thin section of ferrocement. The meshes used in the 

ferrocement laminate were hexagonal and square. The beams 
were tested under two point loading system and results from 

the tests were compared to those from a reinforced concrete 

SI.No  Property  
Experimental 

Value  

Values by  

Indian Standards  

1 Grade 53 -  

2 Fineness of Cement 8% 
<10% 

IS:4031(Part-2)2005 

3 Initial Setting Time 40mins 
Not<30mins 

IS : 12269:2013 

4 Final Setting Time 230mins 
Not>600mins                                                 

IS : 12269:2013 

5 Specific gravity 3.15 
Range 3.15                                           

IS:4031(Part-3)2005 

SI.N

o  
Property Experimental Value  

Values by 

Indian Standards 

1 
Specific 

Gravity 
2.59 

Range (2.6-2.7)                   

IS: 2386(Part-3)2002. 

2 
Water 

Absorption 
0.91% IS: 2386(Part-3)2002. 

3 Sieve Analysis 2.78 
Medium sand 2.6-2.9 
IS:2386(Part-1)2002 

SI.N

o  

Property Experimental 

Value  

Values by 

Indian Standards 

1 
Specific 

Gravity 

2.64  Range 2.6-2.85                                

IS: 2386(Part-3)2002.  

2 
Water 

Absorption 

0.4%  Range 0.4-0.5%                                  

IS: 2386(Part-3)2002.  

3 Impact test  46.53%  IS:2386(Part-4)2002  

Shape Fabrication 
Designation, 

Gage 

Wire 

Spacing 

Wire 

diameter 

Square Woven  

¾x¾No.16 0.75 0.0630 

2x2No.1 9 0.50 0.0410 

3x3 No.22 0.33 0.0286 

4x4No.23 0.25 0.0250 
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beam. The load – deflection relationship was plotted. It has 

been concluded that addition of a thin layer of ferrocement to 

a concrete beam enhances the durability as well as the 

cracking strength composite beams reinforced with square 

mesh exhibited better results than hexagonal mesh, increases 

as the number of mesh layer increase.  

6. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

A. Mix Proportioning 

 The grade of Concrete M25 is Used further 

proportion of 1:1.433:2.81 

 Characteristic Compressive strength required at the 

end of 28days is 25N/mm2 

 

B. Casting of Specimen 

 The casting of the beam was done in single stage. 

The beams were cast in mould of size 510x400x150mm.First 

the entire beam mould is oiled. Cover blocks of size 25mm are 
placed at the bottom fixed at the sides to provide uniform 

cover to the reinforcement. The concrete is then poured in the 

mould and vibrations are given with the help of the needle 

vibrator, so that the mix gets compacted. The beams are then 

removed from the mould after 24hrs, After Demoulding the 

beams are cured for 28days. 

 

Fig 1.a) Arrangements                  b) Casted Beam 

 

         
 

C. Testing of Specimen 

All the Beams were tested under simply supported 
end conditions. Two points loading is adopted for testing. The 

reason for adopting two points loading is that as we want to 

test the beams in flexure.  Three dial gauges are placed one at 

the center of the span of the beam and other two at mid points 

of support load. The value of the deflection is obtained from 

these dial gauges.  
               

Fig 2.Loading Frame Setup for Beam Testing 

 

       

                      Fig 3.Initial Crack in Control Beam 

 
Fig 4.Ultimate Load failure in Control Beam 

 
 

D. Process of Retrofitting 

The remaining12 beams which are stressed to 60%, 

70% and of the ultimate load are now ready for retrofit. Firstly 

the surface of the beam is cleaned. Then cement & water 

mixed in the ratio 1:2 to prepare cement slurry. This slurry is 

applied on bottom side & two sides of the beam for ensuring 
proper bond of cement mortar with RCC beam. The wire mesh 

which is already cut is wrapped around the beam from bottom 

and at the sides using bold and nut. Now cement slurry which 

consists of cement & water is applied as bonding agent to the 

surface of beam. After the application of bonding agent 

retrofitting of beam is done by applying 20mm thick cement 

mortar on the faces of ferrocement laminates. 

 

          
 

Fig 5. Beams Retrofitted after Stressing 

 

 
 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The testing of the beam is done with the help of 

hydraulic operated jack connected to the load cell. The load is 

applied to the load cell and value is recorded from the data 

acquisition system, which is attached with the load cell. 
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     Fig 6. Load Vs Deflection Curve of Control Beams 

 
 

Fig 7. Load Vs Deflection Curve of Bottom RF 60% Stressed  

 
 

Fig 8. Load Vs Deflection Curve of Bottom RF 70% Stressed  

 
 

  

 Fig 9. Load Vs Deflection Curve of Side RF 60% Stressed 

 
     Fig 10. Load Vs Deflection Curve of Side RF 70% Stressed 

 
 

    Fig 11.Load Vs Deflection Curve Comparison of RF Beams  

                                            60% Stressed 

 
 

Fig 12.Load Vs Deflection Curve Comparison of RF Beams  

                                            70% Stressed 

 

 
 

8. CONCLUSION 

 
 Retrofitted beam gives high strength when compared 

with Control Mix 

 In the preloaded beam 60% stressed beam gives more 

strength than 70% stressed beam. 

 In flexure the beam retrofitted at the bottom gives 

more strength when compared to the beam retrofitted 

at the sides. 

 The beam retrofitted at the sides gives more strength 
in shear, hence the beam retrofitted at the bottom 

withstands more load when compared to the beam 

retrofitted at the sides. 
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